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Executive Summary 

Telecom providers have long depended on Ferroresonant rectifiers for powering large switching offices.  These 

stalwarts have powered everything from step-by-step switches to VOIP softswitches.  Their high reliability is the 

reason many are still in service today.  And yet, while they continue to perform year in and year out, keeping Ferros in 

the network could be costing service providers money – in the form of excessive utility bills. 

 

Modern high performance switchmode rectifiers are much more efficient in their conversion of AC to DC power.  This 

notable difference between high performance switchmodes and Ferros is enough to warrant a review of current 

deployment practices.  A case can be made for changing out these longstanding Ferroresonant performers with the 

new switchmodes.   

 

This paper compares the energy consumption differences between the two rectifier designs, projects recurring 

operating expense savings from replacing the Ferros with the new switchmodes based on various costs of utility AC, 

discusses the additional benefits provided by switchmode technology, and builds a pro forma business case for 

proceeding with the modernization of the Central Office power systems. 
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Rectifier Efficiency Comparison 

When comparing Ferroresonant, silicon controlled, and switchmode rectifier technologies, the ATIS standard body 

states, “Switchmode rectifier technology offers the highest peak operating efficiency.
1 

The ATIS statement captures a 

well understood sentiment in the telecom industry.  The issue, however, is whether the improvements in rectifier 

efficiency warrant a change in technology; in other words, is upgrading a power system from Ferro or SCR rectifiers 

to switchmode rectifiers attractive financially? 

 

The efficiency of even the most modern Ferro rectifiers is lower than switchmode rectifiers.  The performance of 

Ferros varies by manufacturer, size, age, and capacity utilization.  Modern Ferro rectifiers have stated efficiencies 

that range from 75% when lightly loaded, up to 90-91% at maximum utilization.  Older Ferro and SCR rectifiers can 

be significantly worse.  On the other hand, the efficiencies of modern switchmode rectifiers are often around 92%, 

with high performance switchmodes hitting 94-96%.  This difference may not seem like much, but it adds up every 

month in energy costs. 

Figure 1: TEER Chart – Alpha Cordex 4kW HP Rectifier 

 

 

Rectifier efficiency varies over the load range, and each technology varies in its rise to peak efficiency.  When 

underutilized, the efficiency of a Ferro rectifier can be less than 75%.  Comparatively, switchmode efficiencies are 

relatively flat across the load range.  In fact, high performance switchmode rectifiers typically vary less than 1% in 

efficiency with capacity utilization from 20% to 80%.  See Figure 1 for a TEER chart of the Alpha Cordex 48V-4.0kW 

HP switchmode rectifier. 

                                                           
1
 Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Standards, “Energy Efficiency for Telecommunication Equipment: Methodology for 

Measurement and Reporting DC Power Plant – Rectifier Requirements,” January 4, 2010 
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Since the efficiencies of the older rectifier technologies vary widely over the load range, selecting an efficiency that 

best represents these products can be difficult.  The most objective comparison would be to use the efficiencies 

associated with an optimal load range, for this would evaluate the older products when operating under ideal 

conditions.  One could make the case that many Ferros are underutilized, and thus typically operate at a point on the 

efficiency curve that is much less than ideal.  However, that approach could be deemed as skewing the data, for 

operators could simply de-commission underutilized Ferros and increase the efficiency of the remaining in-service 

units.  

 

But even when the decision is made to use optimal values for Ferro and SCR rectifiers, the selection of the proper 

efficiency rating is not simple.  The broad range of deployed products as well as the condition of those products 

complicates the determination of the best case efficiency rating. To provide an objective and realistic analysis, we 

used two efficiencies for the older products – 90% to reflect the high end of the performance range, and 85% to 

reflect a more realistic cross-section of deployed rectifiers.  Actual results will vary by carrier based on the type and 

age of the rectifiers in the network.  

 

Selecting an appropriate efficiency for the high performance switchmode is relatively straightforward since it is flat 

across the range and there is only one unit to evaluate.  For this analysis we used 95% efficiency for the high 

performance switchmode.  
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Nominal Energy Consumption 

To better understand energy consumption, we can start with how much energy is required to supply one Amp of 

current to a load.  The formula for efficiency is:  Efficiency = Pout / Pin..  Output power in kilowatt hours can be 

calculated using the following formula: 

 

Pout (kWh) = V x I x 365 days/year x 24 hours/day ÷1000 

 

Table 1 below compares six different central office sizes based on the size of the load.  These office sizes were 

selected to provide a wide range of situations that could be encountered in the field.  Each office shows the load in 

Amps and the amount of power in kWh consumed annually by the load, based on 24x7 operation at 52.8 Volts.   The 

amount of energy consumed by each rectifier type – High Performance switchmode, 90% efficient Ferro and 85% 

efficient Ferro – is derived by dividing the load power by the rectifier efficiency.  The last two columns show the 

savings the high performance (HP) switchmodes provide when compared to the Ferros. 

 

Table 2: Annual Power Savings by Office Size (kWh) 

 

The large potential savings in energy consumption are obvious.  But these savings really become meaningful when 

the financial implications are provided. 

 

  

Current Power HP Switchmode Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85%

(Amps) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh)

500              231,264 244,724 256,960 272,075 12,236 27,351

2,000          925,056 978,895 1,027,840 1,088,301 48,945 109,406

4,000          1,850,112 1,957,790 2,055,680 2,176,602 97,890 218,812

6,000          2,775,168 2,936,686 3,083,520 3,264,904 146,834 328,218

8,000          3,700,224 3,915,581 4,111,360 4,353,205 195,779 437,624

10,000        4,625,280 4,894,476 5,139,200 5,441,506 244,724 547,030

Energy Consumption Consumption SavingsLoad
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Rectifier Efficiency Enables Energy Savings 

The cost of energy is affected by many variables – the region, the energy supplier, the customer’s purchasing power, 

the time of season and even the time of day.  In canvassing different carriers in the US and Canada, we found energy 

costs ranging from $0.09 per kWh up to $0.20 per kWh.  In some areas, the rate can spike to over $0.20 at certain 

times of the year when energy is scarce.  For our analysis, we used three rates – $0.09, $0.12, and $0.15 per kilowatt 

hour – to capture the range of savings that can be available depending on the condition of the embedded power 

systems.   

 

Table 2 shows the annual cost of energy for each rate for the three different rectifier types deployed in all six office 

sizes.  Notice the total electricity costs for each power plant. 

 

Table 2: Annual Energy Consumption Cost by Office Size 

 

 

The differences between the HP switchmode and the 90% Ferro are shown in the graph below in Figure 2 for each of 

the three electricity rates.  Some of the savings are tremendous, in the tens of thousands of dollars per year, with the 

larger offices naturally reaping the larger savings.  Yet even the small offices have savings sufficient to justify 

investigation into plant modernization.  

 

Figure 2: Annual Savings vs. 90% Efficient Ferro 

 

 

  

Load
Current HP Switchmode Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% HP Switchmode Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% HP Switchmode Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85%

(Amps) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD)

500              22,025$      23,126$         24,487$         29,367$         30,835$         32,649$         36,709$         38,544$         40,811$         

2,000          88,101$         92,506$         97,947$         117,467$      123,341$      130,596$      146,834$      154,176$      163,245$      

4,000          176,201$      185,011$      195,894$      234,935$      246,682$      261,192$      293,669$      308,352$      326,490$      

6,000          264,302$      277,517$      293,841$      352,402$      370,022$      391,788$      440,503$      462,528$      489,736$      

8,000          352,402$      370,022$      391,788$      469,870$      493,363$      522,385$      587,337$      616,704$      652,981$      

10,000        440,503$      462,528$      489,736$      587,337$      616,704$      652,981$      734,171$      770,880$      816,226$      

Annual Consumption @ $0.15Annual Consumption @ $0.12Annual Consumption @ $0.09
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When comparing the HP switchmodes to the 85% Ferro, the savings become even more pronounced.  In fact, when 

compared to 85% efficient Ferros, the recurring Opex savings from using High Performance switchmodes are more 

than double. The savings are so significant that one could argue that the decision to move to switchmodes is not a 

question of “if” but “when.”   

 

Figure 3: Annual Savings vs. 85% Efficient Ferro 
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Additional Savings by Reducing Waste 

Figure 4 shows the consumption and delivery of energy by a 90% efficient rectifier.   The rectifier consumes 100 

Watts of power from the utility, delivers 90 Watts to the load, and wastes 10 Watts in the energy conversion process.  

The power lost in the rectifier conversion from AC to DC is waste that takes the form of heat.   

 

Figure 4: Diagram of Energy Consumption and Waste 

 

 

The heat has to be air conditioned, which in turn requires more power.  The amount of power depends on the energy 

efficiency of the air conditioning system as well as the amount of time the system operates.  The amount of run time 

is determined by geography, time of season and type of building.  The efficiency of the air conditioner can be 

determined by an industry standard ratio called the Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) of the air conditioner.  

The SEER is indicative of how well the air conditioner converts energy into cool air, with a higher number more 

efficient than a lower one. 

 

Since SEER ratings and run times vary from site to site, some carriers have conducted internal studies to determine 

an average amount of power saved by eliminating waste energy.  The factor we use for this analysis is 0.35 Watts of 

energy saved for every Watt of energy eliminated.  Take the example again in Figure 4 where the amount of waste 

energy is 10 Watts.  Simple math tells us that a 95% efficient rectifier would waste only 5 Watts of power, a 5 Watt 

improvement over the 90% efficient rectifier.  This process is illustrated in Figure 5 below.  Note that applying the 0.35 

factor results in an actual energy savings of 1.75 Watts (0.35 x 5). 

 

  

90% Efficient
Rectifier

Consumed
Energy
100 W

Energy
Delivered
to Load

90 W

Waste
Energy
10 W
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Figure 5: Diagram of Energy Savings by Reducing Air Conditioning Requirements 

 

 

Now that we have established how we use the energy savings factor in our analysis of air conditioner power savings, 

we can apply it to the range of offices we have been studying.  In Table 3, the waste energy is derived by subtracting 

the power delivered to the load from the consumed energy (see Table 1).  Then, applying the 0.35 factor times the 

waste energy, the actual energy savings in reduced HVAC is calculated. 

 

Table 3: Annual HVAC Energy Savings by Office Size (kWh) 

 

 

  

90% Efficient
Rectifier

Consumed
Energy
100 W

Energy
Delivered
to Load
90 W

Waste
Energy
10 W

95% Efficient
Rectifier

Consumed
Energy
100 W

Energy
Delivered
to Load
95 W

Waste
Energy

5 W

5 Watts
x 0.35 = 1.75 W
Energy Savings

Current Power HP Switchmode Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85%

(Amps) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh)

500              231,264 13,460 25,696 40,811 4,283 9,573

2,000          925,056 53,839 102,784 163,245 17,131 38,292

4,000          1,850,112 107,678 205,568 326,490 34,261 76,584

6,000          2,775,168 161,518 308,352 489,736 51,392 114,876

8,000          3,700,224 215,357 411,136 652,981 68,523 153,168

10,000        4,625,280 269,196 513,920 816,226 85,653 191,460

Load Energy Waste HVAC Savings
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Again, converting these savings into monetary benefits provides additional insight.  Table 4 shows the financial 

impact of these savings using our three rates for electricity costs.  Obviously, the more efficient the rectifier, the less 

the air conditioner has to run to cool the heat, resulting in additional savings in energy and operating expenses. 

 

Table 4: Annual HVAC Energy Savings by Office Size ($) 

  

 

  

Load
Current Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85% Ferro @ 90% Ferro @ 85%

(Amps) (kWh) (kWh) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD) (USD)

500              4,283 9,573 385$               862$               514$               1,149$           642$               1,436$           

2,000          17,131 38,292 1,542$           3,446$           2,056$           4,595$           2,570$           5,744$           

4,000          34,261 76,584 3,084$           6,893$           4,111$           9,190$           5,139$           11,488$         

6,000          51,392 114,876 4,625$           10,339$         6,167$           13,785$         7,709$           17,231$         

8,000          68,523 153,168 6,167$           13,785$         8,223$           18,380$         10,278$         22,975$         

10,000        85,653 191,460 7,709$           17,231$         10,278$         22,975$         12,848$         28,719$         

Annual HVAC Savings HVAC Savings @ $0.09 HVAC Savings @ $0.12 HVAC Savings @ $0.15
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Summing Up the Savings in Energy Consumption 

We can add the energy savings from reduced air conditioning to those of reduced energy consumption to arrive at a 

total savings in energy costs for each office.  These savings are shown in Figure 6 for the 90% efficient Ferro, and 

Figure 5 for the 85% efficient Ferro. 

 

Figure 6: Total Annual Energy Savings vs. 90% Efficient Ferro 

 

 

Figure 7: Total Annual Energy Savings vs. 85% Efficient Ferro 
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Converting from aging Ferroresonant rectifiers to high performance 

switchmode rectifiers could result in over $100,000 in annual 

savings. 
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Other Benefits 

Besides the energy savings presented so far, there are many other advantages to upgrading aging Ferroresonant 

plants to modern switchmode rectifiers.   

 

Floor Space:  A single rack of typical switchmode rectifiers, such as Alpha’s 4kW rectifiers, including a system 

controller, can displace ten (10) 400 Amp Ferro rectifiers, freeing up floor space.  It was once thought that this 

additional floor space would have little value since many offices already have ample floor space from the conversion 

to digital and IP switching.  Yet the reduction in floor space required for switchmode plants may offer new benefits.  

Some companies have elected to recover the free space and redeploy it as non-regulated, revenue producing space 

for providing internet and video services.  So, depending on the carrier’s plans, there could be a need and business 

opportunity for additional floor space.   

 

Using 24” wide x 17.63” deep as the dimensions for a standard 400 Amp Ferro, then ten of them require 29.4 square 

feet of floor space.  Alpha’s Cordex bay is 28” wide x 28” deep, so a single bay occupies 5.4 square feet of floor 

space, better than a 5:1 improvement over the Ferros.  But in terms of linear floor space, the Cordex bay occupies 28 

inches whereas the five Ferros take up 240 inches, a better than 50% improvement. 

 

 Assuming an annual cost of $22/square foot, we can calculate the difference in square footage and cost for each 

office in our study.  Those results are shown in Figure 8 below. 

 

Figure 8: Annual Floor Space Savings 

 

 

  

Current

(Amps) Rectifiers Sq Ft Bays Sq Ft Difference Savings ($)

500           3 9 1 5 3 74$        

2,000       6 18 1 5 12 268$     

4,000       11 32 2 11 21 472$     

6,000       16 47 2 11 36 795$     

8,000       21 62 3 16 45 998$     

10,000     26 76 3 16 60 1,321$  

Ferro Plants Switchmode Plants Analysis
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Load Matching:  Alpha’s 75 Amp high performance switchmode rectifiers offer much higher granularity than a 400 

Amp Ferro.  With the modular switchmode, the load can be more closely matched.  Redundancy is also based on a 

75 Amp block, rather than a 400 Amp block, so you pay less for the redundant backup unit. 

 

Control & Monitoring:  Alpha’s Cordex Controller is one of the industry’s most powerful system controllers.  A single 

Cordex Controller can manage up to 126 rectifiers.  The rack-mounted controller provides complete access, control 

and monitoring of the plant.  It can be set up, monitored and tested via Ethernet 10/100 Base-T serial data connection 

for remote access to the power plant, which better addresses unmanned offices.  The controller’s advanced battery 

management features provide the ability to monitor and record battery performance.  The controller also enables you 

to perform scheduled battery discharge tests and indicate the amount of power delivered as well as recharged into 

the battery.  These battery monitoring features make it easier to manage the remote site. 

 

Replacement Parts:  While Ferros are known to operate for long periods of time, some of their components – 

capacitors, diodes, and control circuit boards – may require periodic maintenance.  Operators can get capacitors 

reformed and diodes are usually available.  Circuit packs, however, are frequently unavailable due to component 

obsolescence.  So even though they remain functional, Ferros are candidates for replacement because 

manufacturers have discontinued them, making parts acquisition difficult at best.  When manufacturers cannot supply 

replacement parts, carriers either have to harvest parts from decommissioned Ferros or upgrade the plants to new 

technology. 

 

Maintenance:  A modern switchmode rectifier can have a Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) approaching 500,000 

hours, so they are also reliable power products.  Unlike Ferros, though, switchmode rectifiers are typically replaced 

rather than repaired.  Replacement of Ferros is complicated by their size and weight.  In addition, many site 

technicians no longer have expertise in Ferros or magnetics, requiring additional outside technical assistance.  

Switchmode rectifiers, on the other hand, are modular and easy to replace if one fails or needs upgrading.  They are 

hot swappable, so there is no risk of service interruption during the replacement.  Because of their modularity, the 

plug-in switchmodes can better match the load, making it easier to provision them on a just-in-time basis.  And since 

the 75 Amp rectifiers can be used in all offices, using switchmodes reduces the number of spares and minimizes the 

different training required for technicians.   

 

Comparing the financial benefits of the two technologies requires several assumptions.  Because MTBF data is not 

readily available for Ferros, let’s be conservative and assume that every five years a capacitor, diode or control board 

needs to be replaced.  For switchmodes, we use the MTBF of 479,000 hours, or 0.0183 failures per year.
2
  The 

calculations for maintenance expense per rectifier are shown in Figure 9. 

 

  

                                                           
2
 Failures/year = (365 days/year x 24 hours/day) ÷ 479,000 hours/failure = 0.0183 failures/year 
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Figure 9: Annual Maintenance Expense per Rectifier 

 

 

We can apply the maintenance expenses per rectifier to our model of various office sizes.  The results are depicted in 

Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Annual Maintenance Savings 

 

 

  

Maintenance Assumptions Ferro Switchmode

No. Annual Visits/Rectifier 0.2 0.0183

Average Cost/Truck Roll (per hour) 80$           80$           

Diagnosis (hours) 2                     2                     

Repair (hours) 6                     0                     

Total Cost - Truck Roll 640$              160$              

Average Cost/Repair Parts 600$              -$               

Total Repair Costs 1,240$           160$              

Annual Repair/Replacement Costs 248$              32$                 

Current Annual

Current

(Amps)

No. 

Rectifiers

Maintenance

Expense

No. 

Rectifiers

Maintenance

Expense

Maintenance

Savings
500           3 744$        8               256$     488$           

2,000       6 1,488$    28             896$     592$           

4,000       11 2,728$    55             1,760$ 968$           

6,000       16 3,968$    81             2,592$ 1,376$       

8,000       21 5,208$    108           3,456$ 1,752$       

10,000     26 6,448$    135           4,320$ 2,128$       

Ferro Plants Switchmode Plants
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Investment Components 

Of course there is a reasonable capital investment required to realize these recurring savings in operating expense.  

The present version of the typical rectifier/controller bay includes ten (10) rectifier shelves, or 4000 Amps of capacity, 

essentially replacing ten (10) 400 Amp Ferros.  A single rectifier/controller bay addresses the 500 Amp, 2000 Amp 

and 4000 Amp offices.  Two bays are required for the 6000 Amp and 8000 Amp offices.  And three bays are required 

to power a 10,000 Amp office.   The rectifiers are modular, so some rectifier deployment can be deferred.   

 

In addition to the equipment itself, there are engineering and installation costs to be considered.  Each bay has to be 

connected to the AC house panel.  Due to their architecture, some switchmode plants will require new AC cabling as 

well as breakers as the house panel.  The Alpha 4000A plant, however, is designed with an AC termination panel that 

facilitates re-using the AC circuit breakers and AC feeder conduit and cabling. 

 

Significant costs can be avoided by re-using the existing distribution equipment.  Alpha’s rectifier/controller bay can 

be cabled directly to the existing overhead bus, providing for a smooth transition from the Ferros to the switchmodes.  

By repurposing the distribution plant, you not only avoid the cost of additional material, but also avoid the risk and 

labor involved in transitioning the individual loads.  Connecting the switchmode rectifier bays to the existing 

distribution can reduce the total cost of the installation by 50% or more by eliminating additional EF&I expense.  
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Investment Evaluation 

Each site differs in terms of the equipment required, the ease of connecting to the distribution plant, the cost for 

installation, etc.  A true cost assessment can only be done with site specific quotes for material, engineering and 

installation.  So we have attempted to estimate the average amount of investment for the various office sizes in the 

analysis.  To calculate the investment cost for each office size, we used the following assumptions: 

 Rectifiers – each office load is divided by the rectifier size (75 Amps), then added one for N+1 redundancy 

 Rectifier Bays – divided the number of rectifiers by 48 (the capacity of the rectifier bay) 

 AC Installation – assumed reuse of the existing 3-phase power service from the AC panel to the junction box 

near the rectifiers, and new cablings from the junction box to the AC termination panel in the rectifier bay. 

  DC Installation – assumed each rectifier bay would cable directly to the existing overhead bus using 750 flex 

cables 

 Ferro Removal – assumed an average of $125 per Ferro for removal and  transport to a neutral site 

 Floor Space – we used the data from Figure 8 and added the gain or loss as appropriate. 

 Maintenance – using the information in Figure 9, we assumed an annual maintenance expense of $248 for each 

400 Amp Ferro, and $5.33 for each switchmode ($32 ÷6). 

 

In the tables that follow, we show the contributors to the payback analysis.  Table 5 depicts the amount of investment 

in equipment required for each size office.  

Table 5: Equipment Investment 

  

  

Current No. No. 

(Amps) Rectifiers Bays Rectifier Bay Total

500          8                1         4,800$       5,000$       9,800$       

2,000      28              1         16,800$     16,500$     33,300$     

4,000      55              2         33,000$     32,000$     65,000$     

6,000      81              3         48,600$     47,500$     96,100$     

8,000      108            4         64,800$     63,000$     127,800$  

10,000    135            5         81,000$     78,500$     159,500$  

Equipment Cost
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Table 6 shows the amount of engineering and installation required for each office.
3
 

 

Table 6: Installation Investment 

 

The investment in capital equipment and labor are then contrasted with the savings in energy, floor plan and 

maintenance.  The amount of savings is divided by the investment to arrive at a payback period in terms of years.  

Table 7 shows the results for the HP Switchmode compared to a 90% efficient Ferro.  Table 8 shows the results for 

the HP Switchmode compared to an 85% efficient Ferro.  In each table, electricity rates of $.09, $.12 and $.15 per 

kWh are used. 

 

Table 7: Investment Analysis: HP Switchmode vs. 90% Efficient Ferro 

 

 

Table 8: Investment Analysis: HP Switchmode vs. 85% Efficient Ferro 

   

                                                           
3
 E&I cost assumptions 

 Installation assumptions: reuse of the  AC circuit breakers, conduit and feeder cabling; running new AC cabling from junction 
box above bays to the switchmode bay(s); running and terminating 75o flex cables between the Switchmode bays and the 
existing overhead bus; running and terminating the shunt and alarm cables; and programming the Cordex controller. 

 Removal assumptions: $125 per rectifier to remove and transport Ferros to a neutral location 

Current No. No. 

(Amps) Rectifiers Bays Installation Removal Total

500          8                1         15,000$       375$             15,375$       

2,000       28              1         15,000$       750$             15,750$       

4,000       55              2         30,000$       1,375$         31,375$       

6,000       81              2         30,000$       2,000$         32,000$       

8,000       108            3         45,000$       2,625$         47,625$       

10,000    135            3         45,000$       3,250$         48,250$       

Installation Cost

Current Energy Payback Energy Payback Energy Payback

(Amps) Equipment E&I Floor Plan Maintenance Savings ($) (Years) Savings ($) (Years) Savings ($) (Years)

500          (9,800)$            (15,375)$         74$            488$                 1,911$           10.2                2,548$           8.1                  3,185$           6.7                  

2,000      (33,300)$         (15,750)$         268$         592$                 7,644$           5.8                  10,192$         4.4                  12,740$         3.6                  

4,000      (65,000)$         (31,375)$         472$         968$                 15,288$         5.8                  20,384$         4.4                  25,480$         3.6                  

6,000      (96,100)$         (32,000)$         795$         1,376$             22,932$         5.1                  30,576$         3.9                  38,219$         3.2                  

8,000      (127,800)$       (47,625)$         998$         1,752$             30,576$         5.3                  40,767$         4.0                  50,959$         3.3                  

10,000    (159,500)$       (48,250)$         1,321$      2,128$             38,219$         5.0                  50,959$         3.8                  63,699$         3.1                  

Non-Energy SavingsInvestment

Payback @ $.09/kWh Payback @ $.12/kWh Payback @ $.15/kWh

Current Energy Payback Energy Payback Energy Payback

(Amps) Equipment E&I Floor Plan Maintenance Savings ($) (Years) Savings ($) (Years) Savings ($) (Years)

500          (9,800)$            (15,375)$         74$            488$                 4,047$           5.5                  5,396$           4.2                  6,745$           3.4                  

2,000      (33,300)$         (15,750)$         268$         592$                 16,187$         2.9                  21,583$         2.2                  26,978$         1.8                  

4,000      (65,000)$         (31,375)$         472$         968$                 32,374$         2.9                  43,165$         2.2                  53,957$         1.7                  

6,000      (96,100)$         (32,000)$         795$         1,376$             48,561$         2.5                  64,748$         1.9                  80,935$         1.5                  

8,000      (127,800)$       (47,625)$         998$         1,752$             64,748$         2.6                  86,331$         2.0                  107,914$       1.6                  

10,000    (159,500)$       (48,250)$         1,321$      2,128$             80,935$         2.5                  107,914$       1.9                  134,892$       1.5                  

Payback @ $.09/kWh Payback @ $.12/kWh Payback @ $.15/kWh
Non-Energy SavingsInvestment
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Conclusions 

We have attempted to present an objective analysis of the opportunity to upgrade aging Ferroresonant and SCR 

rectifiers with modern, high performance, digitally controlled switchmode rectifiers.  We have used conservative 

assumptions for the cost of electricity, rectifier efficiency, and the cost of labor to remove and install the systems.  

Based on how the assumptions apply to each service provider and to the offices in its network, a business case can 

be made for initiating an upgrade program.  With payback periods in the 2-3 year range, the investment in energy 

saving switchmodes can be a very sound financial investment. 

 

The transition to high performance switchmodes has other benefits as well.  Adding modern control features provides 

the ability to monitor, maintain and control all of the power systems which enables higher network reliability.  The 

modularity of the new systems allows most technicians to provide rectifier additions and upgrades.  The use of a 

common rectifier block, in this case 75 Amps, allows a single product to be used on all office sizes.  This commonality 

minimizes the requirements for maintenance spares and training on diverse products. 

 

The investment in high performance switchmodes not only is a solid investment for enhancing current networks, but 

also protects the investment with future upgrades as simple as changing a plug-in rectifier module.  Making the 

decision today can save on utility bills while also helping your company be a good steward of the environment. 
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